
VIEWING
A VIRTUAL PERFORMANCE

A GUIDE FROM MAKING MUSIC

A guide to help audiences enjoy a virtual performance in the highest quality

GET EVERYTHING READY

SELECT A LOCATION TO VIEW

As an online audience member you'll receive directions of how to attend from those putting on the event. 

Here is what you should receive:

Most audience members will be watching performances in their home. Here are a few changes to your environment

you can make to create the best viewing experience.

Viewing Link

Lighting

Usually in advance of the concert date you will receive a hyperlink to a webpage you'll visit to view the

performance. Do check that you have this and click the link to confirm that it works ahead of the concert. You'll

most likely be guided to a page indicating that you're in the correct place and to return on the date / time that

the performance is scheduled for. 

Dim the lights or close the curtains so you can focus your attention on the event

Do I need an account?

Most online performance platforms allow the audience to attend an event without needing to create an account

on that given platform. However there are sometimes advantages to setting up a free account such as the ability

to write a comment or message to the performers and other audience members, which is ideal for showing

appreciation or if appropriate asking questions. If you do choose to do this, do create your account in advance

of the performance as it may take several minutes to do so.  

Minimise distractions

Choose a place free from background sounds and digital distractions 

Screen position

Position or tilt your device's screen so you have a clear line of view and are at a comfortable distance from the

image

Seating

Find a comfortable spot and if needed move your chair to directly face your computer / device screen
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SELECT A DEVICE

There are pros and cons to using a computer, smartphone, tablet or smart TV to view an event.

Here are some helpful tips to get the most out of each:

SMARTPHONE OR TABLET

SMART TV

HOME COMPUTER OR LAPTOP

using your preferred web browser you should be able to access the performance

adjust screen brightness to its maximum level

use the 'full screen' button to fill the screen with the performance

using your computer's headphone socket you can easily plug in headphones or an external speaker / hi-fi
system to improve the sound quality 

close any other computer programmes whilst viewing a performance as these can lower your computer's
processing power

rotate your smartphone to a landscape position to allow the performance to fill your screen

adjust your screen's brightness to its brightest setting

if watching alone do use a pair of headphones

connect your device to its power supply to minimise the risk of a low battery mid-performance

turn on 'do not disturb' setting on your phone to avoid interruptions

close any other phone apps as these will drain battery power and processing speed

position your device so you do not need to hold it for the duration of the performance 

 

ensure you can access the viewing hyperlink (sent out by the oganisation hosting the performance) on your

TV, a way to do this is to email yourself the hyperlink and login to your email account on your Smart TV 

follow the link in advance of the performance date to see how your TV responds to the link. You may be able to

watch the performance within your TV's web browser or whilst following the link you may be instructed to

install a free app to view the performance (YouTube, Facebook etc)

VIEW ON TV

It's possible to connect many computers and tablet devices to a standard (non-Smart) TV via a cable, allowing

you to view the performance with the comfort of a larger screen

VIEW ON TV

It's possible to connect many computers and tablet devices to a standard (non-Smart) TV via a cable, allowing

you to view the performance with the comfort of a larger screen

a TV with a HDMI cable input - this is how most set-top boxes or DVD players connect to the TV

a computer or tablet device with a HDMI output or that will accept a HDMI adapter:

PC computers / laptops commonly have an inbuilt standard 'Type A' HDMI output socket

Apple computers / laptops will usually require a specialist HDMI adapter

Many Android tablets have inbuilt mini 'Type C' or micro 'Type D' output sockets. Alternatively some models

will require a specialist HDMI adapter 

Apple iPads require an additional HDMI adapter

Necessary equipment:
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TROUBLESHOOTING INTERNET CONNECTION ISSUES

If your internet connection struggles to stream video content there are a few things you can do to enjoy a

virtual performance unhindered by connection issues:

Are you watching a live event? 

When viewing a live performance you can lower the video quality which is less strain on your internet

connection. To do so, click the 'settings' button usually displayed with a cog logo on the bottom right-hand

corner of the video and select 'quality' to choose the appropriate setting

Are you watching a pre-recorded video performance?

If your video is buffering, pause the video and leave it for a few minutes to allow the video to load before

pressing play to continue watching

if possible make sure your chosen viewing device is the only device online at the time of the performance

if using a computer or laptop use an Ethernet cable to plug into your internet router box, this will be faster
than a WiFi connection

on your computer / device make sure all other programmes and apps are closed

To view your device on your television:

once connected with all the necessary cables and adapters turn on both the television and device

select the 'HDMI' input from your televisions listed sources

follow any instructions that may pop-up on your device's screen once it recognises that it is attached to an

external screen

now you should be able to see what your device is displaying on your TV, whilst continuing to control the

device as you would usually when not attached to the external screen

the audio from any videos or livestreams viewed will also come through your TV's speakers

a HDMI cable: the end going into the television will be HDMI 'Type A' (standard) and the end going into your

device will either be HDMI 'Type A' for PC computers / laptops and some device adapters or HDMI 'Type C'

(mini) or HMDI 'Type D' (micro) for devices with smaller HDMI sockets

THE BEST SOUND

Most computers and tablets / devices have low quality built-in speakers so to get the best quality we recommend

either using a good quality pair of headphones or connecting to an external speaker or hi-fi system

HEADPHONES EXTERNAL SPEAKER

many devices allow you to plug an auxiliary audio

cable from their headphone socket and into an

external speaker or hi-fi system 

if your device and external speaker are Bluetooth

enabled you can launch these settings to wirelessly

connect the external speaker

How to set up:

Tips:

plug your headphones into your device's

headphone socket if using wired headphones

if your device allows you could also use wireless

Bluetooth connected headphones 

How to set up:

Tips:

avoid using any bass boost settings on an external

speaker / hi-fi

be careful that your computer volume isn't too high

as this may cause your external speaker to distort. If

you wish to increase the volume use the volume

controls on the speaker or hi-fi system

over ear style headphones are often more

comfortable and better sounding than earbud

headphones 

be aware that a live online performance could

have volume disparities so be careful not to listen

with the volume too high as the level may rise

within the performance
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INTERACT WITH THE PERFORMERS

Virtual round of applause

A benefit of an online event is that the audience can easily interact with the performers and other audience

members

It's likely that the platform that you are viewing a performance on will allow you to write a visible comment as the

performance unfolds. Do use this feature to ask questions, give feedback and show appreciation to the performers. 

Sadly the performers won't hear your applause at home so make sure to use the comment  / chat feature to

show your appreciation as it will be very tricky for the performers to gauge feedback and reactions without a

traditional in-person audience

Visit
for more support and advice

www.makingmusic.org.uk/resources


